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THE COORDINATOR
Five-Day Workshop on Innovation, Startup and Technology Transfer
C/O Dean (R&C) Office
National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli-15
Mob: +91 9443649278

Five-Day Online Workshop
on
“INNOVATION, START-UP, AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER”
24 - 29 JANUARY 2022

Sponsored By:
NATIONAL RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION,
Ministry of Science and Technology, Govt. of India

Organized by
NRDC- Innovation Facilitation center
National Institute of Technology Tiruchirappalli
Tiruchirappalli - 620 015, Tamil Nadu, India.
ABOUT NIT, TRICHY
National Institute of Technology (formerly known as Regional Engineering college) Tiruchirappalli is one of the premier Institutions in India and is well known for its high standards in teaching and research. It offers 10 Undergraduate and 23 Postgraduate programs in disciplines spanning Engineering, Science, Architecture and Management. It has been declared as an institute of National Importance by the Government of India under NIT Act. NIT Tiruchirappalli is rated as No.1 among all NIT’s. NIT-T has been ranked 9th among all Engineering Institutions in the Country by NIRF. The Institute has signed MoUs with various Industries and Institutions both in India as well as in abroad to promote collaborative research and consultancy. NIT-T is keen in promoting startup and technology transfer activities among the Faculty and Students.

ABOUT NRDC - IFC - NITT
Innovation is very much essential for the sustainable industrial and economic growth. To motivate the R&D output in terms of innovations, National Research Development Corporation (NRDC), Government of India establishes Innovation facilitation Centers at research institutions. The main objective of this center is to motivate industry oriented innovative scientific research and Intellectual Property (IP) oriented technology development. The Innovation Facilitation Centre (IFC) at NITT promotes innovation activities and facilitates the transfer of technology to the industry and entrepreneurs.

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME
Firstly, this programme will address the importance of innovation and how to connect the dots to arrive an innovative technology/product. Secondly, the IPR aspects will be dealt elaborately. Thirdly, the development of a commercially viable technology will be addressed. Finally, the importance of startup and its benefit to the nation will be dealt. The other focus of this programme is to accelerate the technology transfer from Educational Institutions and this will create a strong link between the Industry and Academia. This workshop will provide essential steps, tips, strategies and ideas for launching the startups.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED
- IPR and IP support systems
- Innovation and Technology transfer models
- Ecosystem supporting technology transfer and industry collaboration
- Schemes of incentives and support for start ups
- Start up : Identification, Building and Growth Strategies
- Building successful start up Ecosystems

TARGETED AUDIENCE
Academicians, Research Scholars, PG/UG Students and Industrial Personnel.

RESOURCE PERSONS
Experts from Industries and Academia will be invited to deliver the lectures and conduct training programmes

IMPORTANT DATES
Last Date for Online Registration : 18th January 2022
Registration Fee : Rs.250/- (Including 18% GST)

How to Apply
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfwSJ5cOUUxvCLwqRevvDmx_FkAez5YuB6GRex-1tpIQ-ixHg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0

Payment of Registration Fee
Select the state as “Tamil Nadu”, and category as ‘Educational Intuitions’. Select “Conference and workshop NIT Trichy”. Select payment category as NRDC WORK SHOP 2022. Make payment through UPI\Net Banking\Credit Card\NEFT
Once the fee is paid, send the payment receipt to nrdcifcnitt@gmail.com
Select state as Tamil Nadu and type of institution as Educational Institutions.

Select CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOP NIT TRICHY.
Fill all the details carefully.

Select NRDC Workshop 2022 in the payment category.
Verify all the details.

Select the mode of payment:
Debit/Credit/Net banking/UPI/SBI Branch
After successful payment, print this receipt and keep it for future reference. Use **SBcollect Reference Number** to fill the google form.

Google Form Link:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfwSJ5cOUUxvCLwqCLwqRevvDmx_FkAez5YuB6GRex-ltpI-Q-ixHg/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0
Sign in to Google to save your progress. Learn more
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